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E'nergy regulator's numbers are
'too good to be true': researcher

BOB WEBER

A researcher says the agency that
monitorsA.lberta's energy industry
has underestimated the impact of
tens of thousands of spills going
back decades.

Nor was it significantly affected
by the size ofthe spj11.

Timoney turned to previous
academic spills research. In eight

Nor was it

major studics - five oD land a-nd

ery rate was 43 per cent.
No one documented a perfect

recovery
Hethen looked atother iurisdic-

tions.
Nofth Dakot4 one of the few

places where data was available-
said only 3.4 per cent of its spiti
recoveries were IOO per cent suc-
cessfirl.

A graph of U.S. oil-spill volumes
revealed a smooth, even curve
while Albertat graph looks like a
staircase-

That suggests, Timoney writes,
"a large proportion of Alberta sDill
volumes are estimates of conve-
nience rather than measured vol-

y*2:iol1glyqjBll data
water reported between 1975 and
February 2013.

The database included records of
how much oil or water was spilled
and recovered.

Kevin Timoney, an Edmonton- Timoney found that the regula-
area consulting biologist, used study on behalf of northern in- tor considered loo per cent ofthe
sophisticated statistical analysis, digenous bands concerned about oil was recovered in53 per cent of
an extensive research review and spills on their land. the oil spills. The median recovery
comparisons with otherjurisdic- Timoney began with an AER rate for oilwas I0O per cent and for
.tions to conclude the Alberta En- database of 23,655 oil spills and saliue water 80 per cent.
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handle on how much oil and saline
water has been released into the
environment or remains there.

'Their spill volumes and recov-
ery volumes are too good to be
true," said Timoney, who did the
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The regulator listed two tvDes
ofspill environments: airland or
muskeg-stagnant water.

Timoney found that recoverv
efficiency was reported to be th;
same forboth.
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